MASTER IN BEHAVIOURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS - BEA

Where the economic theory meets empirical analysis

VISIT OUR WEBSITE: WWW.INTERNATIONAL.UNITN.IT/BEA
AND JOIN US: APPLICATION IS NOW OPEN!
BEA’s objective is to foster an **applied approach to economic research** that, based on solid **theory**, build empirical tests using experimental and observational data in order to **understand economic phenomena** and to assess **effective strategic policies**.

We are aiming at giving graduates a **specific domain** expertise to read critically and to analyse in a strong innovative way the experimental and observational data and to project and implement investigative resources directly on the field.

The set of acquired competences and the empirical approach make you **skilled to assess** independently and **provide policy recommendations and strategic governance** for Companies, NGO’s and Public organizations at international level.

**Key information**

Master of Science (‘Laurea magistrale’) in **Behavioural and Applied Economics (LM-56)**

- Program begins: beginning of September
- Duration: 2 years full-time
- Teaching language: English
- Class size: up to 30 students
- Other opportunities: Internships in Italy and abroad, International mobility exchange (Erasmus+, Bilateral Agreements, Double Degree, Thesis research abroad,...)
- **Contacts:** bea@unitn.it

**Application's deadlines:**

I call: April 19th - NON EU and EU applicants
II call: June 13th - EU applicants